Frontline communities — those impacted first and worst by environmental injustice and systemic racism for centuries — have long-recognized that the climate crisis is here. As we witness the escalating impacts of compounding crises and the innovations of interconnected solutions, we must accelerate the flow of capital, land stewardship, and resources to the grassroots. This is not only about moving money and building power in frontline communities. It is also a clear and proven pathway to a greener, more equitable future.

**Frontline-led climate solutions cool the planet and lead us to local, living, regenerative economies. They are replicable, scalable, available to us now, and ready for investment.**

We are in a time of crisis, collapse, and transition. Philanthropy must move from good intentions to large-scale action in support of Just Transitions away from the extractive economy and toward local, living, regenerative economies.

With growing commitments to equity and BIPOC-led climate justice leadership, we invite you to move resources to the Fund for Frontline Power, an autonomous fund fully governed by grassroots leaders, supporting frontline-led climate solutions. Frontline communities simultaneously fight the bad — stopping polluting and extractive industries, and build the new — leading the most effective solutions, such as relocalized food production and distribution; community-controlled renewable energy; worker-owned cooperatives; regenerative loan funds; mutual aid networks; and translocal climate policies that build clean transportation, renewable energy, and housing infrastructure.

We cannot solve the climate crisis with incremental solutions, market-based schemes, or techno-fixes that perpetuate harm. We must root our future in economies and communities grounded in equity, justice, and well-being. Frontline communities have developed bold and practical models that do just that! Your investment in the Fund for Frontline Power is an opportunity to both resource innovation and learn from practices in solidarity-philanthropy to inform your full portfolio.

**Transition is inevitable. Justice is not.**

To learn more about the origin, governance, and purpose of the Fund for Frontline Power contact: HOLLY BAKER Philanthropic Partnerships Director, Climate Justice Alliance holly@climatejusticealliance.org

For instructions on contributing to the Fund for Frontline Power contact: ANNIE LAPPE Vice President, Operations The Solutions Project annie@thesolutionsproject.org

Fund for Frontline Power is housed at The Solutions Project, at the request of grassroots groups.